
Our company is looking for an account manager / public. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for account manager / public

The successful candidate will be responsible for annual booking/revenue
quota by maintaining installed base and mitigating competitive threats so
must have disciplined prospecting, qualifying, and account planning process
Must be able to orchestrate VARs, Ecosystem and Alliance Partners as part of
a cohesive strategy to deliver value and maximize return for all parties
Build and manage key customer relationships, prospecting, and pipeline for
your assigned territory
Collaborate with Channel, Marketing, Tech and other internal functions on
key initiatives in assigned territory
Build effective working relationships with Partners including Systems
Integrators, Resellers and ISVs
Create and grow a strong, on-going business within the Public Sector space
Develop a business plan for new and existing business within a sales territory
that maximizes new client acquisition and attainment of sales goals
Completes strategic customer account plans that meet company standards,
maintains high customer satisfaction ratings
Demonstrate a thoughtful understanding of insightful Public Safety
knowledge and how GIS applies to initiatives, trends, and triggers
Understand the key mission drivers within an organization and identify key
business stakeholders

Qualifications for account manager / public

Example of Account Manager / Public Job Description
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Experience selling in a high technology and networking industry and
knowledge of LAN and/or WAN networks is preferred experience in selling
Intelligent Infrastructure Solutions, IP Communications including Telephony
and Call Centers, Network Security, Wireless and Mobility, Data Center
technologies, Data and Video integration, Storage Solutions and Scalable
network architectures
At least 3 years main-focus exposure (at least 50% of revenue generated) to
the public Sector
Education to degree level in business, economics, engineering or similar
discipline
Extensive experience in relationship management and public sector account
management experience in a professional organisation
Experience in direct ICT solution sales to large public sector accounts


